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Introduction 

Further to our investigation into the moated manor at Himley requested by John Hemingway 

and Adrian Durkin, the position of the old church was suggested by the appearance of an 

isolated building to the west of the current Hall and enclosed in an area of ground in a 1752 

map of Himley Park by F Richardson (figure 1).  

By 1763, the villagers who lived around Himley Hall had been moved further west to the 

modern village of Himley. A notification to the parish dated March 1763 (Appendix A) 

described an application by Lord Dudley for a Faculty to build a new church closer to the 

population and the demolition of the old church which was in a parlous and derelict state. 

Plans of the proposed new church and the old one are in Appendix B. A plan of the old 

churchyard (Appendix C) shows a notch in the north east corner which could match the 

suggested location on Richardson’s map and  suggests that this is the original churchyard. 

 

 

Figure 1. 1752 Map of Himley Park by F Richardson. 
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This building no longer appeared in the 1774 Map made by Spyers for Capability Brown.  

      

Figure 2. 1774 Map of Himley by Spyers. 
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To locate this building, an aerial photograph of the site was overlaid on the Richardson map, 

matching the house in the map with the house on the ground. The building appeared to be 

very close to an existing tree (called the reference tree). 

 

 

Figure 3.  An Aerial Photograph overlaid on the 1752 Richardson Map. 

The notch in the proposed churchyard aligns with an existing Yew hedge at the north end of 

the croquet lawn. 
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Methods 

Geophysics 

The Pseudosections were done using resistivity data and visualised using the RES2DINV 

programme available from Geotomo software.  Resistivity readings are made along the line 

of the section using increasing probe separation resulting in readings down to 3.5m.  The data 

set gives a vertical section through the soil which shows changes in soil resistivity and thus 

composition. 

Test Pits 

Permission was obtained to dig trial pits as follows: 

 be one metre square and up to 1 metre deep 

 be closed at the end of the day so there would be no hazard to the public 

 turves are removed and carefully stored so they can be replaced later. 

 soil is removed 10cm at a time and carefully sieved 

 any finds (pottery, glass, tiles etc) are washed and stored according to their depth 

 digging stops when finds run out or archaeology (building remains) are found 

 the trench is filled in and the turves replaced 

Test pit 1 was dug to test the technique.  The Park rangers were pleased with the results so 

permission was given to dig up to 6 more pits to look for the church. 

Data Processing 

Res2DINV (Pseudosection viewer by Geotomo software) A plugboard and loom are used to 

take readings from metal spikes inserted along the section. The output from the RM15 

datalogger is processed ( using Pseudosection software by M R Holland) and viewed using 

Res2DINV. 
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Results 

Overview 

 

Auger results 

An auger was used to find the northern boundary of the churchyard. This was continuous with a 

hedge seen in the superimposition of an aerial photograph on the 1752 map (figure 3) and the 

theory was that there was a road to the north of it which might appear on the ground as a 

holloway. So we continued our investigation by moving up the hill towards 2 areas where moles 

had been active. There was little to find in the mole hills apart from some mortar and brick in the 

lower area, nothing of note in the upper area. Auger cores showed good soil above sand and as 

we came back down the hill towards a dip in the ground which might have been the trackway, we 

found a core which contained mortar and brick suggesting it might have been from the trackway 

alongside the churchyard. Just further south of this, the cores were clear so the suggestion is that 

they are within the churchyard.  

 
To locate the southern boundary of the churchyard, reference to the geophysics showed a lower 

resistance area just 10m south of the tree (hard black area in figure 4).  

 

Figure 4. Geophysics of the area 
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It was thought that this might be the south boundary so cores were taken to the south of it. Clear 

soil was found 20m south, further south than the geophysics suggested but more in keeping with 

the boundary shown on the 1752 map (figure 5). 

 

 

Figure 5. Auger Survey 
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Pseudosection results 

Following the Auger survey, pseudosections were done starting slightly to the north of the point where the auger reading suggested the 

churchyard was.  A plan of the churchyard (Appendix C) which gave its measurements indicated that the churchyard was about 50 metres from 

north to south. 

Three 30m sections, overlapping by 10m were done (total survey length 70m), (figure 6). The pseudosection shows that there is a high resistance area 

starting at 8m and continuing to 43m with a valley at 45.5, reappearing at 47m and finishing at 51m. The rest of the survey up to 60m shows lower 

resistance and the conclusion is that this is outside the churchyard and may form part of the flood plain adjacent to the stream. 

 

Figure 6. Pseudosection 1 
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A second pseudosection closer to test pit 2 was done to try to locate the church walls (figure 7). The churchyard boundaries lay between 1m and 53m, 

the area thought to be the church fell between 23m and 33m, (the high resistance readings between 12m and 20m are thought to be due to graves or 

vaults). When plotted on a site plan, the churchyard boundaries agreed with the first pseudosection. The church walls agreed with the known width of 

the church (we have its dimensions from the Faculty document) so this was tentatively placed on the plan (figure 10) 

 

Figure 7. Pseudosection 2 

 

 



Test Pit results 

Test pit 1  

This pit was designed to check out the process as WAG had not done one before (although 3 of us 

had taken part in a Time Team test pit last April). There was one person to dig the soil out and 4 

people to sieve it. The pit was dug down to 50cm below ground level, fortunately everything of 

interest was above this depth and at 50cm there was clean soil, although natural was not reached. 

 

A surprising number of artefacts came out of the pit. We had deliberately chosen it to be away 

from where we thought the church was so as not to disturb the soil too much in an important area, 

but we found window glass, charcoal, roof and floor tiles and pottery. The list of finds can be 

found in Appendix D 

Test pit 2 

This test pit was rather fortuitously placed and was the most informative of all! It was 

supposed to have been placed approximately on the central axis and near to the altar; 

however, it ended up nearer to the northern wall.  

Very little was found in the first 20cm of soil but beyond that, mortar, plaster, tile (floor and 

roof), brick and sandstone were present in large quantities for the next 30cm or so indicating 

demolition material. Two types of glass were also present in the form of thin greenish 

window and much better quality thicker stained glass with ‘nibbled’ edges. 

A feature was also present protruding from the eastern side of the test pit about 30cm wide 

and 45cm long, filled with demolition rubble and seemed to represent a cut through the 

section i.e. something had been removed to create the hole which had then filled up with 

rubble during demolition (figure 8). The feature had been sitting on what looked like an old 

plain red floor tile which showed signs of glaze. Could this feature have been something that 

acted as a support for seating, flooring, roofing or even a pillar? 

 

Figure 8. Test pit 2. Rubble filled feature and E-W clay feature.. 

Underneath the demolition rubble and a ‘clean layer’ (figure 11), another feature became 

apparent which was running approximately east to west (see figure 8). The feature could 
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initially be seen as a dark stain in the soil with some circular stake? holes adjacent; this then 

progressed into a red clay line and underneath there was evidence of burning with charcoal 

being present. Under the charcoal, the clay was present as a yellow colour (figure 10) 

extending 15 cm deeper in the pit. This seems to represent an earlier phase of building to the 

last church, with some form of wooden frame which had either been partially damaged by 

fire or completely burned down (see charcoal deposits found under red clay, figure 9). 

 

Figure 9. Test pit 2.  Charcoal deposits under red clay 

 The frame was most likely part of an external wall as evidence in the section shows clean 

soil to the south, demolition from the recent church above it and to the north, demolition 

evidence from an earlier structure that contained the glazed encaustic tile with the stag motif 

(13
th

-14
th

 C) (see Frontispiece and Appendix I), and several other plain red tiles with 

evidence of glaze. The clay line runs approximately east west but is not parallel to the 

foundations from the recent church seen under the reference tree and therefore strongly 

suggests an earlier phase i.e. possibly an older church. This line probably represents the 

southern wall of the old church which underlies the newer church situated several metres 

further south under the reference tree. 
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Figure 10. Test pit 2. Yellow clay on which wooden frame was resting. 

Note white ?plaster/whitewash middle to bottom of picture indicating some form of 

construction debris for the old church floor 

 

 

Figure 11. Test pit 2. Clean layer under demolition layer with older (pinkish) layer 

underneath. 

Underneath the second construction/demolition layer, bronze shroud pins were found, in all 

twelve were found and in association with these were well preserved human bones which 

appeared to have been disturbed to a small extent with arm, leg and spine seen in the section 

(see figure 12) 
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Figure 12. Test pit 2. Arm bone in section under second construction/demolition layer 

The yellow clay extended deeper for a further 15cm and underneath the possible old church 

floor, a human leg bone and pelvis (possibly from a male youth) were found. These were 

retained and reported to the Coroner/Wombourne Police so that they could be identified and 

recorded. 

  

The list of finds can be found in Appendix E 

 

Test pit 3 

This test pit was sited to be close to the eastern end of the church, in the altar area. The first 

20cm produced very little in the way of finds except for a pipe stem dating from 1680 to 170 

and a piece of unglazed pottery. At 30cm a bronze pin was found which would have been 

used to attach fabric to a wooden framework (an upholstery pin), Appendix K. From this 

layer down, the spits produced brick, tile and mortar in the tens of kilogrammes, indicating a 

demolition layer. Some painted plaster was found between 20 and 30cm and a large area of 

plain white plaster was found face down between 50 and 60cm suggesting that it had fallen 

off the eastern wall. 
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Figure 13. Test pit 3. Wall plaster 

Some plaster had the remains of sandstone on the back, others brick. One piece was on wood 

and some were moulded.  At 80cm, 2 pieces of a dark red stoneware were found, possibly 

dating from the mid 1700s, a piece of pipe stem from 1980 and a snail shell indicating that at 

one time this level had been on or near the surface.  At 90 cm a bone disc was found.  It is not 

clear what it is but it had a chamfered edge and may have been used as a decoration or to fill 

a hole 

 

Figure 14. Test pit 3 Bone Disc. 

Also at this level was found a plain glass disc (Appendix J).  It was planar with rough 

(nibbled) edges and it was thought to be a part of a stained glass window design rather than 

an eye glass. The list of finds can be found in Appendix F 
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Test pit 4 

This pit was sited in the western tower.  Kilogramme quantities of brick, mortar and tile were 

found between 20 and 50cm indicating a demolition level.  Painted plaster and window glass 

were found down to 40cm. At 50 cm, 2 pipe stems dating to 1680-1720 and one dating to 

1680 were found together with a stub with a complex maker’s mark (Appendix M). A worked 

microlith was also found here (Appendix L). From 50 to 70cm, little was found except for 

bone fragments (including a skull) and some unglazed pottery. The bones were left in situ. 

 

Figure 15. Test pit 4 (south). Shows only one white layer. 

The list of finds can be found in Appendix G 

Test pit 5 

Test pit 5 was sited at the west end of the church, near the north wall as we were hoping to be 

able to pick up the older building which had been found in test pit 2.  The first 20cm were 

fairly clean with debris starting to appear at about 20cm. Between 20-30cm, this gave us the 

usual high status building materials such as mortar, plaster, roof tile and brick-typical 

demolition material. This showed prominently in the section as a white and red layer. Small 

amounts of glass were also found. At 30-40cm, this again showed similar material but in the 

east side there was a feature (see figure 16) which appeared to be filled with demolition 

material (could the hole have contained a pillar? about 30cm diameter (see test pit 2).  
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Figure 16. Test pit 5. Shows feature. 

Some older pieces of pottery were beginning to show in the cleaner (construction?) layer 

from 15
th

-16
th

 century. Could this be dating for the construction of the new church? Some 

pieces of pottery were also coming up which looked like pale mortar but John Hemingway 

identified then as pottery. Other pieces of thin pottery, very crude but thin, degraded and 

blackened came to light. At this point, bones were starting to show in the shape of skull 

fragments and a leg bone but they were not in situ. This was followed by several teeth and 

more fragments of bone. The matrix material from this layer was consistent throughout and 

no second demolition layer from the old church was present. This probably represents the 

construction phase of the new church (see figure 17). 

 

Figure 17. Test pit 5. Shows only one demolition phase for latest church. 
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At a depth of around 90cm, two skulls were beginning to show with more bone fragments. 

Eventually, one was completely excavated and examined (see figure 18) whilst the other was 

left in the ground because it was fragile and time had run out. Both skulls were not in situ and 

had obviously been placed here most probably during the construction phase. 

 

Figure 18. Test pit 5. Skull. 

More bone fragments were evident in this pit but the natural was not reached due to lack of 

time. 

 The list of finds can be found in Appendix H 

 

Foundations under reference tree 

These foundations were just about visible under the roots of the reference tree and they were 

associated with demolition rubble in the form of brick, plaster, mortar and window glass. In 

fact, the roots were growing up and over something quite substantial which is why they came 

to be noticed. With the assistance of the WGS pupils, and the Himley Rangers, John 

Hemingway and Adrian Durkin uncovered what appeared to be buttressing on the 

foundations which gave us the east-west line and the turn north thereby giving us the SE 

corner of the church. The foundations were made of sandstone blocks and were very crumbly. 
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Figure 19. Shows reference tree roots growing up and over buttressed foundations. 

Unfortunately, our remit did not extend to uncovering these foundations despite the fact it 

would have been helpful with exact positioning of the church. Perhaps another visit can be 

arranged to put a test pit over them! 
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Final Site Plan 

The position of the reference tree and the Ha Ha were measured by GPS.  The buttress, once 

uncovered was placed by measurement from the reference tree.  Test pit 3 was measured 

from the buttress and Test pit 2 was confirmed by measurement from Test pit 3.  Knowing 

that Test pit 3 lay close to the east end of the church and was on the centre line. The 

dimensions of the church were obtained from the Faculty plan (Appendix B) so Test pits 4 

and 5 could be measured from Test pit 3 to place one in the tower and the other near the north 

west corner of the church. The church outline was located on the plan aligned on the buttress. 

The pseudosections positions were also determined by GPS and these, together with the 

position of the churchyard and church (obtained from the pseudosections) were located on the 

plan.  The churchyard dimensions were obtained from the plan in Appendix C and located on 

the plan to match the pseudosections. 

 

Figure 20. Himley Church Site Plan. 
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Discussion 

Wolverhampton Archaeology Group was tasked with finding the site of the old church and 

village of Himley which was demolished about 1750-1760 and since then it has slipped from 

peoples’ memories until the present day when no-one has a clue as to its whereabouts. Many 

people have surmised as to where it may lie but without using sound research, reasoning and 

excavation they were doomed to fail. There is strangely, very little in the way of written 

records to be found about the history of the old manor, church and village especially as it 

goes back to the Domesday Book over 900 years ago and probably even much further. 

Our starting point was a map from 1752 which showed a plan of the new hall with a space to 

the west and a building standing isolated in the confines of a walled surround. This building 

was the right size to be a village church and it was also aligned east –west, just the right start 

we needed! It was surrounded by a wall or fence-was this the burial ground? Normally, the 

village church would be next to the manor house and hey presto, we have a space big enough 

to accommodate it between the new hall and the old church. Documentary evidence tells us 

the new hall was built while the old manor was standing. We can almost fill in that space! 

Just to paint the picture further, to the north is a ridge which would have afforded protection 

from the cold northerly winds to the whole village and to the south there is a nice stream 

which would have run past the manor (filling and cleaning the moat), then past the church 

and finally past the village. 

 Next came the faculty of 1763 from Lichfield (1) which corroborates the plan from 1752, 

meaning the building standing alone has got to be the church! The map from 1774 does not 

show our building so by now it has been demolished because the new church was built in 

1764 and was in use. Documentary evidence doesn’t come any stronger! 

Our plan from 1752 was next transposed on to the modern aerial picture giving us a starting 

point on the ground. Examination of resistivity was inconclusive and difficult to understand 

due to the underlying sand and not having previously dug in the vicinity. However, on 

walking the area, demolition debris was apparent around the reference tree and its roots could 

be seen growing ‘up and over’ something solid. After a quick scrape with a trowel, it was 

apparent there was an edge formed by crumbling sandstone blocks which were parallel to the 

suspected site of the church. Pseudosections were carried out across the suspected church and 

church yard giving us possible positions for walls and foundations. We had the dimensions of 

the church and burial ground from the faculty plan so by using the possible sandstone 

foundation as the southern edge we could just about put the footprint of the church on the 

ground which would allow us to put in a test pit. 

Sometimes, even with meticulous planning things go wrong and on this occasion, the test pit 

(test pit 2) was dug in the wrong position but almost as if by divine intervention, we struck 

gold! This test pit was full of information. High status debris in the form of mortar, plaster, 

tile, sandstone, brick and window glass was evident in large quantity, this was the start we 
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needed to prove there was a church here. Further into the test pit, pieces of high quality 

thicker glass, some coloured, were found possibly from a stained window. Along the south 

edge of the pit, aligned roughly east-west (slightly different from the sandstone foundations), 

evidence for an earlier timber framed structure was found and had at some time in it’s life, 

burned down or had been damaged by fire. This structure was underneath our church as can 

be evidenced by looking at the section within the pit which clearly shows a clean area under 

the last demolition layer (construction layer for our church) followed by this early layer 

containing a glazed encaustic floor tile from the 13
th

-14
th

 century with a stag motif and 

several other plain red floor tiles showing traces of glaze. In all probability, this was a 

wooden church from the 13
th

-14
th

 century and just to show we had struck gold, about a dozen 

bronze shroud pins and human bones were found under this second demolition layer. None of 

the other test pits contained evidence for an earlier structure so if we had not been in the 

wrong place at the right time we may not have evidenced the older church! 

The other three test pits put in on the footprint of the church were somewhat similar in the 

fact they only showed evidence for the one church. Again high status debris in the shape of 

mortar, plaster, tile, brick, sandstone and glass was present in large quantity and this was 

underlain by a much cleaner sandy layer which covered a large number of disturbed human 

remains. This could indicate that the area was a burial site for the old church and when the 

foundations for the new church were put down, all the bones from the disturbed graves were 

lain to rest under them, hopefully not to be disturbed again whilst the new church was 

standing.   

There is evidence for a stained glass window which is something to be expected from a 

church and indeed a nice round piece of semi frosted glass with a nibbled edge (about 65mm 

diameter) came to light in the test pit nearest to the east end of the church. 

Construction of the church may well have originally been from sandstone as evidenced from 

the buttressed foundations at its southern edge and smaller pieces found in the pits but maybe 

later alterations and additions could have used brick which was also seen in the demolition 

debris. Mortar was found in all the test pits, some attached to sandstone and some attached to 

brick and there were variations in its colour too indicating different phases. The building 

would have used roof tiles and the floor would have also been tiled. Evidence tells us the 

building was plastered and this had also been painted. According to the faculty, the church 

dimensions were fairly similar to the new build now on the main Dudley road but did not 

have an apse, and entry to the church was via the west end through the tower. The churchyard 

was contained within an enclosed walled area. What can we say about dates for the 

construction of the church?  

Fragments of unglazed pottery were found consisting of Midlands Whiteware (12 to 14
th

 

century), Late Medieval Orangeware (15
th

 to 16
th

 century)  and Medieval Sandyware 13
th

 to 

14
th

 century) were found in the lower layers of test pits 4 and test pit 5. A sherd of an Iron 

Rich Sandyware cooking pot (late 11
th

 to 14 century) was found on the surface near the 

reference tree. These tell us there is potential evidence for continuous occupation on the site 
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from the 11
th

 century onwards. Looking at the test pits first, the most recent pottery found 

under the church is around the 15
th

 century with some earlier material also showing but these 

sherds are not in undisturbed contexts. This disturbed layer seems to represent preparation of 

the ground for foundations as we can tell from the disarticulated bones found deeper in the 

test pit and this could well have been in the 15
th

 century. Obviously, this now disturbed layer 

would have originally remained untouched whilst the older church was in place and most 

probably was part of the graveyard. All the contexts under the new church would remain 

untouched during the life of the building unless there was some form of penetration through 

the floor and this was not apparent. We could therefore tentatively put the construction period 

of this church as the 15
th

 century. 

One piece of pottery could possibly date from the 11
th

 century and this was found close to the 

surface near to the reference tree by the sandstone foundations. What was it doing there? 

Quite possibly, as the foundations for the wall were being dug, this came from one of the 

lower layers and remained near to the surface. It tells us that we are possibly going back to 

Saxon times and the fact that Himley was mentioned in the Domesday Book! (2) 

The pottery dating evidence suggests dates of 15
th

 to 16
th

 century for the sherds coming from 

the clean construction layer under the demolition layer of the last church. This could tie in 

with the sandstone foundations found at the southern edge as bricks may not have been in use 

until the Tudor period. Alterations at a later date may have used brick hence its appearance in 

the test pits. The older church, probably made of wood, can be tentatively dated to the 13th-

14th century due to the encaustic floor tile but as yet we are awaiting positive id for the 

pottery. The old church appears to be a little further north than the new one, perhaps away 

from the stream which may have had better water management as the years progressed 

meaning the new church was safer from water damage. Whatever the reason, we will never 

know. 

Items from the original church are said to have been moved to the current one (3) which 

states “Close to Himley Park is the church of St Michael. Built in 1764 by the then Earl of 

Dudley to accommodate the ever increasing congregation attending the earl's private chapel 

annexe at the hall, the church contains many interesting features…. Most of the panelling and 

rood screen were transferred to St Michael's from the original chapel.” The font is also 

believed to have come from the church. Note that the original church is described as a private 

chapel. 

There are some quatrefoil windows which have been used to seal the entrance of four caves 

next to Himley Hall. These, according to Fletcher (4) may be medieval, an example is found 

in The Abbott’s Barn, Glastonbury. It is possible that they have been re-used from the 

original church (Figure 21, next page). 
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Figure 21. Quatrefoil windows 

Without doubt, WAG has completed the task of finding the church and plotting its location 

on the ground and in so doing has most probably located an earlier wooden church and all 

this with the minimum of disruption, using a few one metre square test pits and good old 

fashioned research. As one question is answered, it raises another which is what can we find 

out about the old church?  More test pits should help to give us an idea of the size and 

position. A few more floor tiles would be nice! If funding was available, then we could 

consider getting the bones carbon dated, however it is an expensive process for such a small 

group as ourselves. 

It is unlikely that we will be in a position to dig up the croquet lawn which would be the most 

likely position of the old manor house but the edge of the Ha Ha might indicate the moat so 

maybe a couple of pits later in the year could prove rewarding. It would not be surprising if 

the stones making up wall in this location were robbed from the church. 

Finding the village site is going to be a major project which could extend over a long period 

of time if initial test pits are unsuccessful; wooden framed structures leave less in the ground 

than higher status stone churches, although there is a hint of a hollow way and possible house 

platforms just north of the church. There is also the possibility that some or the entire village 

may lie on the other side of the stream so more geophys will be needed there along with some 
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understanding of what it means! On our side is the fact that the grounds have remained 

undisturbed since being landscaped by Capability Brown. Very interestingly, 2 Mesolithic 

flints came to light from test pit 4 and this might just mean this place has been in use longer 

than we may care to imagine due to its excellent protected location and water supply. Further 

test pits should tell us more if this is the case. 

This has been an exciting project for WAG using this new method of test pitting. It has 

enabled us to show what we can do as a small group and to satisfy the health and safety 

requirements of a very busy community venue but most importantly, it has brought members 

of the public into direct contact with the history under their feet and the interest shown by 

them was amazing! We enlisted the help of students from Wolverhampton Grammar School 

who thoroughly enjoyed themselves on a sunny April Sunday and we hope they will join us 

again next time. The end product of all of this is to hopefully set up a small museum of finds, 

photos and explanation boards within the hall for the benefit of all the visitors in the future 

and this idea has been well received by management who can see the benefits since so little is 

known about the earlier history of the venue. 
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Appendices 

 

A  The Faculty of 1763 

Translated from the original by Jan Holland and the Friends of Himley Church 

1763 Faculty for Himley Church 

Lichfield Records Office, B/C/5/1763/1049 

 

1. Richard Smalbroke Doctor of Laws, Vicar General and Official Principal of the Right Reverend 

2. father in God Frederick by Divine permission Lord Bishop of Lichfield and Coventry, To all and singular 

3. pastors, vicars, curates clerks and literate persons whomsoever and wheresoever within the diocese aforesaid 

4. Greeting: Whereas it hath been duly alleged and suggested before his or our lawful surrogate on the part  

5. and behalf of the Rt. Honourable John Lord Ward, that his Lordship was and is the Lord of the Manor and Patron of 

6. the parish church of Himley in the county of Stafford and diocese of Lichfield and Coventry, and that the present 

7. parish church of Himley is not only in a very ruinous and decayed state and condition, but stands inconveniently 

8. by reason of its being at our end of the said parish of Himley, wherefore the said Lord Ward hath by his 

9. Proctor humbly prayed our licence or faculty to be granted to his Lordship to remove take down and demolish 

10. at his own proper costs and charges the present church of Himley aforesaid , and also to erect and build 

11. at his own proper costs and charges a new parish church in and upon a new intended churchyard being part 

12. of a piece of ground called Taylors Close situate within the said parish of Himley which is in the middle or 

13. centre thereof, and lies more commodious for the parishioners with a reading desk pulpit font communion table 

14. rails seats or pews herein, according to and agreeable with the plan scheme or model thereof. Hereunto 

15. accorded and likewise to enclose at his own proper costs and charges the said intended church yard with 

16. a sufficient durable fence separate from and out of the said piece of ground called Taylor’s Close as 
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17. for a burying place or cemetery to and for the use and benefit of the parishioners of Himley aforesaid 

18. according to and agreeable with a plan scheme or model thereof also grounds around which said piece of  

19. ground called Taylor’s Close is the right and property of him the said Lord Ward, who is to convey and alienate  

20. (pursuant to a faculty for that purpose) the freehold and inheritance of so much thereof as the said plan 

21. distinguishes sets forth and bounds and the said new churchyard will contain, as said for a cemetery or burying 

22. place for the use of the aforesaid parishioners, and also to grant alienate and convey that herbage or depasturage 

23. thereof to and from the sole and only use --- and benefit of the present rector of the parish and parish church 

24. of Himley aforesaid and his successors forever, and for no other use or uses whatsoever, and that the said old 

25. churchyard whereof the present parish church now stands a place whereof is also hereto and 

26. may not be applied to any secular or profane use whatsoever, but to be of --- as and for a cemetery 

27. burying place for the sole and only separate use of the said Lord Ward his family successors and heirs forever 

28. died that for said by reason of his the said Lord Ward and granting a much --- and commodious Churchyard or- 

29. cemetery for the use of the parishioners aforesaid) all the other parishioners of the said parish and their 

30. successors and all other persons whatsoever may be excluded and deprived of said? from any rights of 

31. burying within the said old churchyard forever, and also that the present rector of Himley and his successors 

32. may likewise be excluded and deprived of and from the herbage and depasturage thereof for ever, in consideration of 

33. his and their having the herbage of the aforesaid new intended churchyard in lieu thereof.  We therefore being 

34. willing to comply with the reasonable and pious request of the said Lord Ward have issued this our Faculty? 

35. requiring you or some of you to publish this in the said parish church of Himley on Sunday morning next after 

36. the receipt thereof in time of divine service by giving notice to the revered Henry Antrobus the present rector, 

37. and Joseph Cartwright the present churchwarden of the said parish of Himley and to all and 

38. singular the parishioners of the said church and all other persons whatsoever in general, that if they or any 

39. of them have any just cause to show or object why a licence or faculty to the several and respective issues and 

40. purposes aforementioned should not be granted they and each of them (making such objections) must appear 

41. before us or our lawful surrogate in the lord bishops Consistory court in the cathedral church of Lichfield 

42. at the usual and announced time of hearing of causes there on Tuesday the 29
th

 day of March instant 

43. to proceed their objections in due form of law; at the promotion of the said Lord Ward, and further to do 
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44. and receive as law and justice shall require, intimating further to the said Henry Antrobus the present Rector 

45. and Joseph Cartwright the present churchwarden of the said parish in particular, and to all and singular the 

46. parishioners of the said parish and other persons whatsoever in general, that if they some or one of them do not appear at the time or 

place 

47. aforesaid, or appearing show one good and sufficient cause to the contrary we or our lawful surrogate shall proceed 

48. to grant our licence or faculty to the several and respective uses issues and purposes aforesaid their absence or 

49. rather in any issue notwithstanding; and when you or any of you shall lawfully do or cause to be 

50. done in the --- --- duly certify to his or our lawful surrogate with those present dated at 

51. Lichfield the 21
st
 day of March in the year of Our Lord 1763. 

W Burkoudge Deputy Reg 

 

I do hereby certify that this ---- was publicly and audibly read 

In the parish church of Himley at the --- of morning prayer and in 

The front of the congregation there assembled upon Sunday the 

27
th

 day of March 1763 by me Ben Briscoe church officiating minister. 



 

B  Plans of the old and new churches. 
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C  Plan of the original churchyard. 
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D  Test Pit 1 finds 

Test Pit 1      

Pottery type S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 

Unglazed  2    
Coarse black 
earthenware   3 2 1 

Fine black earthenware  1 3 1  

Midlands Yellow  1 3 2  

Midlands Purple      

      

Mottled Brownware      

Brownware      

      

Stoneware      

Slipware      

Window Glass  1 9 5 3 

      

      

      

Bottle Glass      

Floor Tiles   1 17 4 

Roof Tiles    4 1 

Tiles unspecified  1 1 6 11 1 

Slate 2     

      

Mortar (g) 128 305 191 177 107 

Brick (g) 210 481 288 1637 1084 

Tiles (total g) 51 193 384 3531 616 

      

      

Pipe Stems  
1650-
1680 1720 

1680-
1720  

   
1680-
1720 1680  

   1680   

Pipe bowl      

Charcoal  29 14 15 6 

Coal 4     

Slag 3 7 4   

Bone  1 3 9 1 

Shell  6 3 7 1 

Nail  1 1  1 

Worked stone   2   
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Notes (S3) Bone ? Knee, finger and one other  

Notes (S4) 
1 brick 1.75" by 
4.0"    

Notes (S5) 1 brick 2.0" by 4.5" and bone knife handle 
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E  Test Pit 2 finds 

Test Pit 2         

Pottery type  S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 s6 S7 S8 

Unglazed          
Coarse black 
earthenware    4      

Fine black earthenware     1     

Midlands Yellow          

Midlands Purple          

          

Mottled Brownware    1      

Brownware          

Pearlware  1        

Stoneware          

Slipware          

Window Glass   1 1 2 3 12 2  

WG decorated     1     

WG frosted     1     

WG yellow     6 5  1  

Glass - other    1  2   1 

Floor Tiles        5 1 

Roof Tiles          

Tiles unspecified           

Slate          

          

Mortar (g)          

Brick (g)          

Tiles (total g)          

MBT  183 308 35000 25000 10000 20000   

Sandstone     20000 10000    

Pipe Stems    1680      

          

          

Pipe bowl          

Charcoal   29       

Coal  1        

Slag   1 2      

Bone      1  3  

Shell      2    

Nail     1 4 3   

Worked stone    
green 
stone      
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Notes (S7) 1 large floor tile, 4 others of which 3 were glazed    

Notes (S8) Encaustic floor tile with stag motif. SF1. 3.5cm dia plain glass ? Window. SF2 
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F Test Pit 3 finds 

Test Pit 3          

Pottery type  S1 S2 S3 S4 S6 S6 S7 S8 S9 

Unglazed   1        
Coarse black 
earthenware           

Fine black 
earthenware           

Midlands Yellow          1 

Midlands Purple           

White     1      

Mottled Brownware           

Brownware         
2 ? 

Saltglazed  

Pearlware          

Stoneware           

Slipware           

Window Glass     2 2   3 1 

WG decorated           

WG frosted           

WG yellow           

Glass - other      1   2 black 
1 
black 

Floor Tiles    2       

Roof Tiles           

Tiles unspecified       1     

Slate  1  1       

Plaster  8  painted 2 13 
see 

note 7 8 1 

Mortar    12 8  3    9 

Brick  14 15 6     4 1 

Tiles (total g)    2       

MBT    20000 30000 50000 60000 20000 20000 20000 

Sandstone    1       

Pipe Stems  
1680-
1720       1680  

         1680  

           

Pipe bowl           

Charcoal  1  1 1      

Coal   2 1       

Slag     1      

Bone     2 3    3 
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Shell     1    1 snail  

Nail      3 3 2 11  

Worked stone          2 

Foil wrapping   1        

           

           

Notes(S6) Large amounts of plain wall plaster face down. Iron latch and angle bracket 

Notes (S7)          

Notes (S8) 
Disc shaped piece of bone ? 
Decoration       
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G Test Pit 4 finds 

Test Pit 4         

Pottery type  S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 

Unglazed       3 3 1 
Coarse black 
earthenware          

Fine black 
earthenware          

Midlands Yellow          

Midlands Purple          

White  1 1       

Mottled Brownware          

Brownware          

Pearlware         

Stoneware          

Slipware          

Window Glass  1  13 15     

WG decorated          

WG frosted          

WG yellow          

Glass - other          

Floor Tiles          

Roof Tiles          

Tiles unspecified    
6, 

1painted 
1 salt 
glazed 2 7 1   

Slate  1        

Plaster  
2, 1 

painted  
2, 1 

painted   
1 

painted   

Mortar   4 12 7 10 3    

Brick  3 3  2     

Tiles (total g)          

MBT  100 5000 10000 10000 11000    

Sandstone          

Pipe Stems      
1680-
1720    

      1680    

      SF5    

Pipe bowl      1    

Charcoal   1  1     

Coal    1      

Slag  1        

Bone     2 3 8+molar 6 3 

Shell          
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Nail  1   2  1 1  

Worked stone      
Microlith 

SF4 Microlith   

Plastic  2        

          

Notes(S5) SF4 Microlith. SF5 Pipe spur with complex makers mark    

Notes(S6)          

Notes (S7)         

Notes (S8)         
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H Test Pit 5 finds 

Test Pit 5         

Pottery type  S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 

Unglazed   1 1  6  7  
Coarse black 
earthenware   4 1      

Fine black earthenware          

Midlands Yellow          

Midlands Purple          

White          

Mottled Brownware          

Brownware          

Pearlware         

Stoneware          

Slipware          

Window Glass    13      

WG decorated          

WG frosted          

WG yellow          

Glass - other          

Floor Tiles    3      

Roof Tiles    1  1    

Tiles unspecified           

Slate          

Plaster          

Mortar    1   >30    

Brick          

Tiles (total g)          

MBT   1000 11000 10000 10000    

Sandstone          

Pipe Stems    
1680-
1720      

    
1680-
1720      

    1720      

Pipe bowl          

Charcoal   1       

Coal   1   1    

Slag          

Bone    2    much Much 

Shell          

Nail    4  4    

Worked stone          
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Plastic          

          

Notes(S1)No items were found in this spit      

Notes (S5) 1 piece of burnt stone       

Notes (S6) No items were found in this spit      

Notes (S8)         
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I  Special Find 1 Encaustic Tile 

 
Small (Special) Finds Recording sheet 

Grid square(s) TP2 Area/Section: S7 Finds No 1: HIM12 Context  

Coordinates: Levels: 70cm depth 

Plan/Section Nos: Photograph Nos: 

Method of excavation Test Pit 

 

 

Description: 

Medieval encaustic tile 150mm by 150mm, 20mm depth. white clay embedded in a red fabric 

showing  two deer  circa 13
th

 to 14
th

 century.   

Cf the Mortimer Wheeler Ceramics and Glass Store, Accession number 6895 

http://www.museumoflondon.org.uk/ceramics/pages/object.asp?obj_id=38206 

Provisional period 

13-14
th

 century 

Group Initials & Date 

11/3/2012 
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Note on the tile by Steven Linane. 

Carole has been in touch with Stephen Linnane at Birmingham Archaeology as regards the tile. I 

am forwarding his comments: 

“I have checked the principal books on tiles e.g. Eames and Stopford but have not managed to 

find a parallel, however a slightly similar design was excavated at Wigmore Castle in 

Herefordshire (awaiting publication) and I have attached a photo.  

 

The Wigmore tile report was written by Phil Mills and he could not find a parallel for the design 

either.  
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J  Special Find 2 Glass Disc 

 

 
Small (Special) Finds Recording sheet 

Grid square(s) TP3 Area/Section: S9 Finds No: 2 HIM12 Context  

Coordinates: Levels: 90cm 

Plan/Section Nos: Photograph Nos: 

Method of excavation 

 

Description: 

Planar clear glass, 6.5cm diameter, rough edges.  Probably a circular piece from a stained glass 

window. 

Provisional period 

 

Group Initials & Date 

25/3/12 
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K  Special Find 3 Upholstery Pin 

 
Small (Special) Finds Recording sheet 

Grid square(s) TP3 Area/Section: S7 Finds No 3: HIM12 Context  

Coordinates: Levels: 70cm depth 

Plan/Section Nos: Photograph Nos: 

Method of excavation Test Pit 

      

Description: 

Bronze pin probably used for securing fabric to a wooden frame. 

Provisional period 

 

Group Initials & Date 

11/3/2012 
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L  Special Find 4 Mesolithic Flint 

 
Small (Special) Finds Recording sheet 

Grid square(s) 

TP4 

Area/Section: S5 Finds No: 4 HIM12 Context  

Coordinates: Levels: 50cm 

Plan/Section Nos: Photograph Nos: 

Method of excavation 

 

Description: 

Provisional period 

Mesolithic 

 

Group Initials & Date 

18/3/2012 
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M  Special Find 5 Pipe Spur with Maker’s Mark 

 
Small (Special) Finds Recording sheet 

Grid square(s) TP4 Area/Section: S5 Finds No: 5 HIM12 Context  

Coordinates: Levels: 50cm 

Plan/Section Nos: Photograph Nos: 

Method of excavation 

 

Description: Pipe Spur with  complex makers mark including the initials HG. 

Provisional period 

Unknown 

 

Group Initials & Date 

18/3/2012 
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N  Special Find 6 Shroud Pins 

 
Small (Special) Finds Recording sheet 

Grid square(s) TP2 Area/Section: S7 Finds No: 6 HIM12 Context  

Coordinates: Levels: 70cm 

Plan/Section Nos: Photograph Nos: 

Method of excavation Test Pit 

 

Description: Bronze Shroud Pin ca 3cm long.  About 12 of these were found at a depth of 70cm.. 

Provisional period Group Initials & Date 

18/3/2012 
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O- Unglazed pottery  

Pottery Rim found on the surface: Iron rich sandyware cooking pot, late 11
th

 to 14
th

 

century 

 

Test Pit 4 Spit 4. 

Midlands whiteware with green glaze 12
th

 to 14
th

 century, probably 13
th

 century 

Iron rich sandyware ?cooking medieval 
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Test Pit 4 Spit 8 

Midlands whiteware 14
th

 to 15
th

 century with green glaze 
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Test Pit 5 Spit 5 

Stone 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Late Medieval orangeware wide mouth pan. Cu infused glaze 15
th

 to 16
th

 century 
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Mortar 

 

Medieval Sandyware 

Medieval Sandyware 
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Mortar 
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Test Pit 5 Spit 7 

A to D Late Medieval orangeware late 15
th

 to 16
th

 century, similar to TP5 S5 B 
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Stone 

 

Late Medieval orangeware 
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